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Trading relations in speech and nonspeech

ELLEN M. PARKER, RANDY L. DIEHL, and KEITH R. KLUENDER
University of Texas at Austin. Austin. Texas

Two acoustic variables that correlate with the distinction between intervocalic [b] and [p] are
closure duration and presence or absence of low-frequency glottal pulsing during the closure in
terval. These variables may be considered to exhibit a trading relation (Repp, 1982), to the ex
tent that a longer closure is required to perceive the consonant as voiceless when glottal pulsing
is present than when it is not. Such trading relations have been interpreted as reflecting a spe
cial speech mode of perception. In the present experiments, we demonstrated a trading relation
between closure duration and closure pulsing for a set of [abaJ-[apa] stimuli. Next we showed
that a similar effect could be obtained with square-wave analogue stimuli that mimicked the
segment durations and peak amplitudes of the speech stimuli but that were not phonetically
categorizable. This nonspeech trading relation depended on the degree of spectral continuity be
tween the low-frequency pulsing and the adjacent portions of the square wave. The implications
of these results for the speech mode hypothesis are discussed.

A persistent and influential claim is that the perception
of speech sounds requires a specialized mode of phonetic
processing above and beyond the general auditory and
cognitive capabilities used in detecting, discriminating,
and recognizing nonspeech acoustic patterns (Liberman,
1970; Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert
Kennedy, 1967; Liberman & Studdert-Kennedy, 1978;
Repp, 1982). In recent years, the speech mode hypothe
sis has been proffered as a special case of Fodor's (1983)
modularity proposal (Liberman, 1982; Liberman & Mat
tingly, 1985; Mattingly & Liberman, 1985). An input sys
tem is taken to a modular if, among other things, it is ver
tically organized, that is, if it operates on a limited
stimulus domain (such as speech) with special-purpose
mechanisms that are largely innate. Horizontal systems,
by contrast, are more general-purpose mechanisms that
operate across stimulus domains. According to more re
cent versions of the speech mode hypothesis, speech per
ception is accomplished by vertical, rather than horizon
tal, processing mechanisms.

Until about 1975, the most favorable evidence for the
speech mode hypothesis came from studies of categori
cal perception. Listeners are said to perceive a dimen
sion categorically if they divide the items along the dimen
sion into discrete labeling categories and discriminate only
between items from separate categories. Speech dimen
sions that were found in early studies to be perceived in
a nearly categorical manner included place of articula
tion of word-initial stop consonants (Liberman, Harris,
Hoffman, & Griffith, 1957; Mattingly, Liberman, Syrdal,
& Halwes, 1971), voicing of initial and medial stops
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(Abramson & Lisker, 1970; Liberman, Harris, Eimas,
Lisker, & Bastian, 1961; Lisker & Abramson, 1970), [r]
versus [1] (Miyawaki et al., 1975), and others.

In many of these early studies, both speech and non
speech dimensions were investigated, and almost invari
ably only the speech dimensions yielded categorical
results. 1 For example, Miyawaki et al. (1975) tested sub
jects using both a three~formant stimulus series ranging
from [raj to [Ia] and a corresponding nonspeech series
consisting of the third formant alone of each item in the
[ra]-[la] series. (The third formant was the critical cue
distinguishing [raj from [la], because it alone varied across
the [ra]-[Ia] series.) Whereas the [ra]-[la] stimuli were
categorically perceived by English-speaking listeners, the
nonspeech control stimuli were well discriminated across
the entire series. The finding that categorical perception
was apparently unique to speech encouraged the belief in
a speech mode of processing.

More recently, however, the speech mode hypothesis
has been challenged on the grounds that categorical per
ception is neither unique to speech sounds nor specific
to human listeners. Although certain nonspeech stimuli,
such as isolated formants or formant transitions, are not
perceived categorically (Mattingly et al., 1971; Miyawaki
et al., 1975), more complex nonspeech patterns, partic
ularly those that have abstract acoustic properties analo
gous to speech, have been shown to yield categorical per
ception (Jusczyk, Pisoni, Walley, & Murray, 1980;
Miller, Wier, Pastore, Kelly, & Dooling, 1976; Pisoni,
1976, 1977; see Pastore et al., 1976, for a discussion of
potential problems associated with constructing suitable
nonspeech analogue stimuli). One speech dimension that
is perceived in a strongly categorical manner is voice on
set time (VOT), the interval between the release burst of
a stop consonant and the onset of waveform periodicity
associated with voicing or vocal-fold vibration (Abram
son & Lisker, 1970; Lisker & Abramson, 1970). Differ-
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ences in VOT are sufficient to signal the distinction be
tween voiced and voiceless stops ([b] versus [ph]; [d]
versus [th]; [g] versus [kh]) in word-initial position. The
studies by Pisoni (1977) and Jusczyk et ai. (1980) used
stimuli consisting of two steady-state tones varying in rela
tive temporal onset. These stimuli, which are abstractly
analogous to VOT stimuli but which are not perceived
as speechlike, were discriminated (by adults and infants)
and labeled (by adults) in a manner comparable to VOT
items. Such findings are significant for two reasons. They
show that categorical perception is not unique to speech,
and they suggest that, at least in some instances, categor
ical perception of speech dimensions may derive largely
from psychoacoustic factors that are not speech specific.

Perhaps the most damaging evidence against the speech
mode hypothesis comes from studies of speech percep
tion in the chinchilla (Kuhl, 1981; Kuhl & Miller, 1975,
1978). The animals were trained to respond differently
to two endpoint stimuli of a synthetic VOT series ([da],
o msec VOT; [tha], 80 msec VOT) and then were tested
with stimuli at intermediate values. Identification perfor
mance corresponded almost exactly to that of adult
English-speaking listeners. Further generalization tests
with bilabial ([ba]-[pha]) and velar ([ga]-[0a]) VOT
stimuli, as well as tests of VOT discriminability, also
showed agreement with English-speaking listeners. Ad
ditional evidence of categorical perception has been ob
tained recently with macaque monkeys (Kuhl & Padden,
1982). These results suggest that categorical perception
of dimensions such as VOT may reflect general constraints
on auditory processing among mammals and may have
little to do with any species-specific speech mode of
processing.

Miller et ai. (1976) hypothesized that the enhanced dis
criminability at the voiced-voiceless boundary occurs be
cause that region of the VOT dimension corresponds to
a natural psychophysical boundary. A VOT smaller than
the boundary value is below the listener's threshold for
judging successive events (in this case, the release burst
and voicing onset) as nonsimultaneous (see Hirsh, 1959;
Hirsh & Sherrick, 1961). Above the boundary value, VOT
discriminability decreases according to Weber's law. This
model correctly predicts that nonspeech stimuli that mimic
the temporal properties of VOT stimuli will also be per
ceived categorically (Miller et aI., 1976; Pisoni, 1977;
Stevens & Klatt, 1974); it also accounts for human adult
and infant perceptual data, as well as for the animal
results.

Given these challenges to the classical version of the
speech mode hypothesis, some investigators have aban
doned the hypothesis in favor of a general psychophysi
cal approach to speech perception (e.g., Howell & Rosen,
1984; MacMillan, in press; Miller et aI., 1976; Pastore,
1976, 1981; Pastore et aI., 1977; Schouten, 1980),
whereas others have sought new evidence for the speech
mode (e.g., Liberman, 1982; Repp, 1982). Among the
various recent findings that are taken to support the speech
mode hypothesis, Repp (1982) has distinguished two im-

portant classes of phenomena: phonetic trading relations
and context effects. For any given phonetic segment, there
are, in general, many relevant acoustic cues (see Diehl
& Kluender, in press). Voicing in initial stops, for ex
ample, is signaled by several acoustic variables, includ
ing the following: VOT (Lisker & Abramson, 1970;
Lisker, Liberman, Erickson, Dechovitz, & Mandler,
1977), first-formant onset frequency (Lisker, 1975; Sum
merfield & Haggard, 1977), duration of voiced formant
transitions (Lisker et al., 1977; Stevens & Klatt, 1974;
Summerfield & Haggard, 1974), intensity of aspiration
(Repp, 1979), and direction of fundamental frequency
change at voicing onset (Haggard, Ambler, & Callow,
1970; Haggard, Summerfield, & Roberts, 1981). A pho
netic trading relation is said to exist when a change in
t~e value of one cue can be offset by an opposing change
in another cue so that phonetic quality is preserved. Thus,
for example, as VOT value is decreased, first-formant on
set frequency may be increased to maintain a voiceless
percept. Repp (1982) argued that the diverse phonetic
trading relations that have been observed are not readily
explained in terms of general auditory psychophysics, but
instead seem to require the existence ofa speech mode of
perception. Listeners appear to have tacit knowledge of
the full range of normal acoustic correlates of phonetic
categories or of the underlying articulatory correlates. It
is this phonetic knowledge that, according to Repp, ac
counts for the trading relations.

Repp (1982) made much the same argument concern
ing various context effects. They are analogous to trad
ing relations, except that the interaction between cues oc
curs over a greater distance, say, between adjacent
segments rather than within a segment. For example,
Mann and Repp (1980) found an effect of the following
vowel on the identification of a noise segment that was
intermediate between [s] and ill. This segment was more
likely to be labeled "s" before [u] than before [a]. Such
a context effect can apparently be explained in terms of
the listener's tacit knowledge of fricative-vowel coartic
ulation and/or its acoustic effects. Lip rounding appropri
ate for [u] occurs during the preceding fricative segment,
causing the fricative noise to be lowered in frequency.
In compensating perceptually for this, listeners may more
readily accept a lower frequency noise as [s] (rather than
ill) before a rounded vowel.

Although particular trading relations and context effects
may plausibly be explained in terms of the listener's
speech-specific knowledge, it is necessary to show that
such effects do not arise for acoustically analogous non
speech stimuli. Best, Morrongiello, and Robson (1981)
synthesized speech patterns ranging from [sei] to [steil
and demonstrated a trading relation between silent gap
duration (following [s]) and first-formant onset frequency.
In a parallel experiment, they used nonspeech analogue
stimuli with sine waves replicating the vocalic formant
center-frequency patterns of the [sei] and [steil items. Sub
jects who were able to hear the sine-wave analogues as
[sei] and [steil showed a trading relation between silent



gap duration and onset frequency of the lowest frequency
sine wave. However, subjects who heard them as non
speech either failed to show a trading relation or showed
a trading relation that was considerably larger than that
shown for the corresponding speech stimuli.

Other evidence was provided by Summerfield (1982),
who compared listeners' identification performance for
VaT stimuli ([ga]-[kha]) with that for two nonspeech
stimulus sets that simulated the temporal properties of the
VaT items. The stimuli in one set consisted of coter
minous tones of varying relative temporal onset; in the
other set, the items consisted of a higher frequency noise
band that varied in onset relative to a loo-Hz pulse train
that was band limited by the same first-formant filter that
was used to generate the speech stimuli. For the speech
stimuli, there was a clear trading relation between VaT
and first-formant onset frequency (see also Lisker, 1975;
Summerfield & Haggard, 1977); smaller and less reliable
effects were observed for the nonspeech stimulus sets un
der analogous spectral manipulations.

To date, there have been at least two successful attempts
to replicate speech trading relations or context effects with
nonspeech analogue stimuli. Miller and Liberman (1979)
had listeners identify sets of synthetic speech patterns that
varied in formant-transition duration and ranged percep
tually from [ba] (short transitions) to [wa] (long transi
tions). When the vowel was lengthened, the [b]/[w] per
ceptual boundary shifted toward longer transition
durations. The authors argued that this effect represented
an appropriate perceptual normalization for rate variation
in speech. However, Pisoni, Carrell, and Gans (1983)
demonstrated the same type of context effect using sine
wave analogues of the [ba]-[wa] stimuli and concluded
that the effect for both speech and nonspeech conditions
was attributable to general auditory factors, rather than
to a speech mode of perception.

More recently, Hillenbrand (1984) showed that the ob
served trading relation between VaT and formant-transi
tion duration in the perception of voicing contrasts (e.g.,
Lisker et al., 1977) could be duplicated with sine-wave
analogue stimuli.

A potential problem in interpreting the positive results
obtained with sine-wave analogues is that such stimuli
have been shown to be phonetically categorizable (Bailey,
Summerfield, & Dorman, 1977; Best et al., 1981; Re
mez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1981). It is possible, there
fore, that any trading relations observed with sine-wave
stimuli may reflect a speech mode of perception. 2 A more
convincing test of the speech-mode explanation of trad
ing relations requires a set of nonspeech analogue stimuli
that are not phonetically categorizable. The present ex
periments were designed to satisfy this requirement.

We chose to investigate a very robust trading relation
that characterizes the perception of voicing in word-medial
stop consonants. Among the many articulatory/acoustic
variables that distinguish a word such as rapid from its
medially voiced counterpart rabid, two are known to be
especially significant: stop closure duration and presence
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or absence of glottal pulsing during the closure interval.
In general, medial voiceless stops are produced with con
siderably longer closure intervals than are corresponding
voiced stops (Lisker, 1957), and voiceless closure inter
vals are free of the glottal pulsing (a low-frequency buzz)
that characterizes voiced closure intervals (Lisker, Abram
son, Cooper, & Schvey, 1969). Not surprisingly, each
of these variables has a large effect on the perception of
medial voicing, and Lisker (1978a) has demonstrated a
reliable trading relation between them.

In two experiments, we examined the perceptual effects
of closure duration and closure glottal pulsing in both
speech and nonspeech stimulus sets. The nonspeech
stimuli were constructed so as to preserve the segment
durations and peak amplitudes of the speech stimuli
without being phonetically categorizable. Our aim was
to assess whether this trading relation might depend on
general auditory constraints and processes or whether it
is instead unique to speech processing.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Stimuli. Two speech stimulus series, both ranging perceptually

from [aba] to [apa], were created by varying the closure interval
of the medial stop. The two series differed only with respect to the
presence or absence of glottal pulsing during the closure interval.
Both stimulus sets were generated by digitally editing a token of
[apa] produced by a male talker (R.L.D.). An 8-msec portion of
the [p] burst was first eliminated to reduce somewhat the voiceless
quality of the medial segment. For the no-pulsing stimuli, silent
intervals varying in lO-msec steps from 20 msec to 120 msec were
inserted between the preclosure and postclosure portions of the di
syllable, the original medial closure segments having been deleted.
The pulsing stimulus series was identical to the no-pulsing series,
except that the corresponding closure intervals contained glottal puls
ing extracted from the medial closure interval of an [aba] (spoken
by the same male talker that produced the [apaJ). Glottal pulsing
started at the beginning of the closure interval and lasted 60 msec
or until the end of the closure interval, whichever came first. (Thus,
for example, the stimulus with a 120-msec closure interval con
tained pulsing over only the first half of that interval.) The upper
limit on pulsing duration was chosen in light of Lisker's (l978a)
finding that listeners are unable to hear medial stops as voiceless,
even with very long closure intervals, when those intervals are com
pletely filled with glottal pulsing.

The pre- and postclosure segments of the disyllables were
184 msec and 188 msec, respectively, and the peak amplitude of
the preclosure segment was about 3 dB greater than that of the post
closure segment. Fundamental frequency remained approximately
% Hz throughout both segments. The glottal buzz used in the closure
interval of the pulsing stimuli had a nearly constant fundamental
frequency of about 88 Hz and an amplitude approximately 12 dB
less than the peak of the preclosure segment.

Two nonspeech stimulus sets, each mimicking the temporal and
(to some extent) the amplitude properties of the speech pulsing and
no-pulsing stimuli, were prepared by means of a waveform syn
thesis program on a PDP 11/34 computer. In the first set, every
item consisted of two steady-state square-wave segments equal in
duration to the fre- and postclosure segments, respectively, of the
speech stimuli. One nonspeech stimulus series in this set had si
lent intervals of varying durations separating the square-wave seg
ments. These intervals corresponded exactly in duration to the si
lent closure intervals of the speech no-pulsing items. The other
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nonspeech series in this set was identical to the first, except that
the intervals separating the square-wave portions contained the same
segments of glottal buzz (or buzz plus silence) that were used in
the speech pulsing stimuli. The fundamental frequency of the square
wave segments remained constant at 256 Hz, and the steady-state
amplitudes of the two segments matched the peak amplitudes of
the pre- and postclosure speech segments, respectively. Each square
wave segment (both before and after the medial gap) had linear rise
and decay times of 10 msec. No attempt was made to model in the
square-wave stimuli the onset and offset amplitude contours of the
corresponding speech stimuli.

The second set of nonspeech stimuli was identical to the first,
except that fundamental frequency decreased linearly from 256 Hz
to 175 Hz over the last 40 msec of the initial square-wave segment
and increased linearly from 175 Hz to 256 Hz over the first 40 rnsec
of the final square-wave segment. (The medial segments of silence
or glottal buzz were unchanged.) The rationale for including this
second set of nonspeech stimuli is that frequency-ramped square
waves are abstractly more analogous to [VbV] or [VpV] stimuli
than are steady-state square waves. For labial stops in medial posi
tion, formant frequencies generally fall near the onset of closure
and rise after the release of closure (Fant, 1960). Thus, for both
the speech and frequency-ramped nonspeech stimuli, there was a
considerable degree of spectral continuity between the glottal pulsing
segment and the low-frequency regions of the adjacent stimulus
segments.

Sine-wave analogues schematically replicate actual formant pat
terns (thus accounting for their perceived phonetic character),
whereas square-wave analogues replicate neither the harmonic nor

the formant structure of speech and are very unlikely to be phonet
ically categorizable. Even the frequency-ramped square waves were
judged by all three experimenters to be highly nonspeechlike, and,
in particular, to bear little perceptual resemblance to any vowel
consonant-vowel (VCV) disyllables.4

Figures 1 and 2 show schematized spectrograms of tokens of the
square-wave stimuli.

Subjects and Procedure. Fifty-two undergraduate students en
rolled in an introductory psychology course participated in the study
in partial fulfillment of course requirements. All were native En
glish speakers and reported having no hearing defects.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three stimulus con
ditions (one speech and two nonspeech conditions). Every listener
identified a pulsing and a corresponding no-pulsing stimulus se
ries, each presented in 20-min sessions separated by a 5-min break.
Before identifying an entire series, subjects were presented with
a random sequence of the two endpoint stimuli (40 trials each) and
were required to learn (by means of feedback lights) which oftwo
response buttons corresponded to each endpoint stimulus. The cor
respondence between the buttons and the stimuli was counter
balanced across subjects within each condition, but remained con
stant for each subject for both the pulsing and the no-pulsing stimulus
series. The order of presentation of the pulsing and no-pulsing se
ries was also counterbalanced across subjects within each condition.

After training with the series-endpoint stimuli, subjects identi
fied 10 randomized blocks of the full II-item series, with 2 sec
between stimuli and 3 sec between blocks. Listeners were instructed
to "press the button corresponding to the endpoint that each stimulus
sounds more like."
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Figure 1. Schematized spectrograms of the steady-state square-wave stimuli used in Experiment 1. Stimuli with
medial pulsing are displayed at the bottom.
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Figure 2. Schematized spectrograms of the fall-rise square-wave stimuli used in Experiment 1. Stimuli with
medial pulsing are displayed at the bottom.

The stimuli, which had been stored on a computer disk, were
digital-to-analog converted and lowpass filtered (4.9 kHz cutofffre
quency), and were presented to subjects via TDH-49 earphones at
a comfortable level (approximately 80 dB SPL). From 2 to 4 sub
jects, assigned to separate response stations in a soundproofcham
ber (Industrial Acoustics Corporation), participated in each ex
perimental session.

Results and Discussion
We included in the analysis only data from subjects who

satisfied a predetermined criterion of 90% correct iden
tification on both series-endpoint stimuli for the pulsing
and no-pulsing conditions. Sessions were conducted un
til 10 subjects in each condition had met this criterion
(there were 11 subjects in the speech condition, 19 in the
steady-state square-wave condition, and 22 in the
frequency-ramped square-wave condition).

Figures 3, 4, and 5 display the identification results for
the speech and the two nonspeech conditions. Each data
point represents the mean percentage of times the sub
jects labeled the test item as more like the endpoint stimu
lus with the 20-msec closure interval. We refer to these
as short-gap responses. Probit analyses (Finney, 1971)
were performed on each subject's identification functions
to estimate the location of the boundary between the two

response categories. All statistical comparisons were made
with respect to these boundary values.

For the [aba]-[apa] stimuli (see Figure 3) the presence
of glottal pulsing during the closure interval produced a
substantial boundary shift in the direction of more short
gap responses [t(9) = 5.53, p < .01], replicating the
findings of Lisker (1978a). Glottal pulsing failed to have
a significant effect on the identification of the steady-state
square-wave analogue stimuli [t(9) = 1.54] (see Fig
ure 4). However, pulsing did produce a reliable increase
in short-gap responses to the frequency-ramped (fall-rise)
square-wave analogues [t(9) = 2.44, p < .05] (see
Figure 5).

Although the boundary shift observed for the fall-rise
square-wave stimuli was approximately one-third the size
of that observed for the [aba]-[apa] items, the two effects
were in the same direction. It is reasonable, therefore,
to conclude that the trading relation between closure du
ration and closure pulsing is at least partially attributable
to psychoacoustic factors that are not specific to speech.
This conclusion is supported by subjects' descriptions of
the two nonspeech stimulus sets. After the experimental
session, each listener in the nonspeech conditions was
asked to characterize the perceptual quality of the stimult.
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Most of the descriptions were variations of "machine
noises," "computer sounds," or "electronic music." Not
a single subject in either nonspeech condition volunteered
any type ofphonetic or speechlike characterization. When
specifically asked if the sounds could be heard as speech
like, the subjects uniformly said no, and many expressed
surprise that the question was even posed. On the basis
of these reports, it appears very unlikely that the non
speech trading relation we obtained might derive from
explicit or implicit phonetic categorization by the lis
teners.

What, then, is the basis of the boundary shift for the
fall-rise square-wave stimuli? One possibility is simply
that the presence of glottal pulsing during the medial gap
may effectively shorten the perceived duration of the gap,
biasing the listener toward short-gap responses. Such an
effect would presumably be common to both speech and
nonspeech conditions. However, in order to explain the
absence of a significant trading relation for the steady
state square-wave stimuli, an additional assumption is re
quired. Apparently, the glottal pulsing reduces the per
ceived duration of the gap only when it is spectrally con
tinuous (or nearly so) with frequency components in
adjacent portions of the stimulus (see, e.g., Steiger &
Bregman, 1981).

The frequency components of the steady-state square
wave were highly discontinuous with those of the glottal
pulsing. In contrast, the fundamental frequency of the fall
rise square-wave stimulus dropped to 175 Hz (from
256 Hz) at the onset of glottal pulsing, where most of the
energy was concentrated at the fundamental frequency
(88 Hz). Thus, there was a greater degree of spectral con-

tinuity between higher energy components of the fall-rise
square wave and the glottal pulsing. This was true as well
of the [aba]-[apa] stimuli in which the first-formant fre
quency dropped near the onset of closure to a value ap
proximating the frequency range of the pulsing.

An alternative to our spectral continuity hypothesis is
that the trading relation between closure duration and
closure pulsing depends merely on the presence of a fre
quency transition near the onset (or offset) of the closure
interval. Both the [aba]-[apa] stimuli and the fall-rise
square-wave stimuli contained such a transition, whereas
the steady-state square-wave stimuli obviously did not.
One purpose of Experiment 2 was to test this alternative
hypothesis. Specifically, we designed a new nonspeech
condition in which the square-wave stimuli were ramped
upward in frequency in the vicinity of the medial gap,
such that there was a large spectral discontinuity between
the square wave and the closure pulsing.

Another potential problem of interpretation concerns
the type of responses elicited from subjects in Experi
ment 1. Ordinarily, trading relations in speech percep
tion are investigated by having listeners provide actual
phonetic labels for the stimulus items. In order to make
the speech and nonspeech conditions in Experiment 1
more comparable, we opted to have listeners label each
speech stimulus not as [aba] or [apa] but as "more simi
lar" to one series-endpoint stimulus or the other. We as
sumed that this procedure would yield identification func
tions much like those obtained with the conventional
phonetic labeling procedure. It is possible, however, that
our procedure may have distorted the underlying trading
relation by biasing listeners against a response shift. Be-
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cause the range and distributional properties of the stimuli
were identical between the pulsing and no-pulsing condi
tions, listeners may have tended simply to divide both
stimulus series at the same location, for example, at a point
roughly equidistant from the series endpoints (see
Parducci, 1965, 1974). This tendency would plainly re
duce the size of any underlying trading relation. The con
ventional phonetic labeling procedure may be less sus
ceptible to such biasing effects, if only because the
judgments are less explicitly linked to properties of the
stimulus range, such as the endpoints. We therefore
decided to repeat the [aba]-[apa] condition in Experi
ment 2, this time allowing subjects to apply phonetic
labels to the stimulus items.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method
Stimuli. The nonspeech stimulus sets used in Experiment 2 were

identical to the frequency-ramped square-wave stimuli of Experi
ment 1, except that the direction of frequency change was reversed.
Specifically, the fundamental frequency rose linearly from 256 Hz
to 337 Hz over the last 40 msec of the initial square-wave segment
and fell linearly from 337 Hz to 256 Hz over the first 40 msec of
the final square-wave segment. (The remaining portions ofthe square
wave had a fixed fundamental frequency of 256 Hz.) These rise
fall square-wave stimuli were designed to contain spectral changes
comparable to those of the fall-rise stimuli of Experiment 1, but
without spectral continuity between the square-wave segments and
the glottal pulsing.

The [aba]-[apa] stimuli used in the present experiment were iden
tical to those of Experiment 1.

Subjects and Procedure. The 35 subjects were undergraduate
psychology students drawn from the same population as those who
participated in Experiment 1. All were native English speakers and
reported having no hearing defects.

Eighteen subjects served in the speech condition and 17 in the
nonspeech condition. For the nonspeech condition, all procedures
were identical to those used in Experiment 1. The [aba]-[apa] con
dition was exactly like that of Experiment 1, except that, follow
ing training, listeners were instructed to judge whether the con
sonant in each stimulus sounded more like [b] or [p] and to press
the appropriate button.

Results and Discussion
Again, we included in the analysis only data from sub

jects who satisfied a criterion of 90% correct identifica
tion on both series-endpoint stimuli for the pulsing and
no-pulsing conditions. Sessions were conducted until 10
subjects from each condition met this criterion.

Figures 6 and 7 show the identification functions for
the speech and nonspeech conditions of Experiment 2.
Each data point represents the average percentage of [b]
responses (Figure 6) or short-gap responses (Figure 7) to
a given stimulus. For the [aba]-[apa] condition, the
presence of glottal pulsing produced a sizable boundary
shift toward more [b] responses [t(9) = 4.15, p < .01],
an effect that was slightly smaller than that of the cor
responding speech condition in Experiment 1. Apparently,
the use of explicit phonetic labels is no more conducive
to demonstrating the underlying trading relation than is
the similarity-to-endpoint procedure used in Experi
ment 1. The parallel results of the two procedures sug-
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gest that similarity-to-endpoint judgments provide a
reasonably valid measure of category boundaries in both
the speech and nonspeech conditions.

For the rise-fall square-wave condition, glottal pulsing
had no significant effect on the boundary location [t(9)
= -0.95]. There was, in fact, a slight response shift in
the direction opposite to that obtained with the [aba]-[apa]
stimuli and the fall-rise square-wave stimuli of Experi
ment 1. Frequency transitions per se are not sufficient to
yield the normal trading relation between closure dura
tion and closure pulsing. What appears to be required is
some degree of spectral continuity between the glottal
pulsing and the adjacent portions of the stimulus.

As in the first experiment, we asked the subjects to
characterize the square-wave items after the experimen
tal session. The responses were quite similar to those we
had obtained earlier with respect to the other square-wave
stimulus sets, and included no phonetic labels of any kind.

The boundary shifts from the five conditions of Experi
ments I and 2 were submitted to a single-factor analysis
of variance, and Newman-Keu1s post hoc comparisons
were performed on all possible pairs of shifts. The size
of the shift in the [aba]-[apa] condition of Experiment I
was significantly larger than that of the rise-fall square
wave condition of Experiment 2 [q(45) = 5.73,p < 01].
The same was true for the speech condition of Experi
ment 2 [q(45) = 5.57, p < .01]. However, the bound
ary shift for the fall-rise square-wave condition of Ex
periment I, although reliable, did not differ significantly
from those of either the steady-state square-wave condi
tion of Experiment I [q(45) = 0.43] or the rise-fall
square-wave condition of Experiment 2 [q(45) = 3.04].

Finally, the shift in the fall-rise square-wave condition
was not reliably different from the speech conditions of
Experiment I [q(45) = 2.68] or Experiment 2 [q(45) =
2.53].

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The resu1ts of the present experiments support two con
clusions. First, the trading relation between closure du
ration and closure pulsing observed for speech sounds
such as [aba] and [apa] can be at least partially duplicated
with nonspeech analogue stimuli that are not phonetically
categorizable. Second, a necessary condition for achiev
ing this nonspeech effect is that there be some degree of
spectral continuity between the glottal pulsing and the
acoustic signal adjacent to the medial gap. We note that
this condition almost invariably obtains in natural speech
(Fant, 1960), and may well be a general constraint on this
particular trading relation for both speech and nonspeech
signals.

Various investigators (e.g., Best et aI., 1981; Fitch,
Halwes, Erickson, & Liberman, 1980; Repp, 1982) have
argued that perceptual trading relations are most natur
ally explained in terms of the listener's tacit knowledge
of underlying articulatory/phonatory acts. Thus, for ex
ample, Fitch et a1. wrote:

Nothing presently known about the auditory system provides
a basis in principle for the many interactions that must be
assumed if we are to account for the various trading rela
tions among the speech cues.... An alternative view of the
trading relations, which we fmd more appealing, differs from
the auditory account in that it is not neutral with regard to
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the events by which the acoustic cues are produced. The ad
vantage of this view is that it provides a principle that can
be seen to underlie many different trading relations: Cues
that are common but distributed products of the same lin
guistically significant act will tend to trade.... On that in
terpretation, the trading relations we have described would
hold only for sounds that were being processed as speech,
and they would, accordingly, be reflections of phonetic per
ception. (p. 344)

The present results indicate, however, that the mere
presence of a perceptual trading relation among speech
cues should not be construed as evidence for a speech
mode of perception (any more than, say, categorical per
ception should be so construed). If an analogous result
can be demonstrated with nonspeech stimuli, considera
tions of parsimony suggest that a general auditory expla
nation should be sought. Earlier we proposed an auditory
account of the trading relation between closure duration
and closure pulsing: The presence of pulsing may effec
tively shorten the perceived duration of a medial gap, es
pecially when there is some degree of spectral continuity
between the pulsing and the adjacent segments. Accord
ing to this account, pulsing and closure duration are jointly
regulated by talkers to signal the medial voicing distinc
tion, in part because they have mutually reinforcing au
ditory effects. Their natural covariation is not simply a
necessary consequence of the biomechanics and aero
dynamics of speech production; it is, rather (at least to
some extent), an exploitation of existing auditory con
straints and interactions in the service of reliable speech
communication. Our argument is fully compatible with
the views of Miller et al. (1976) and Kuhl and Miller
(1978), who suggested that boundaries between phonetic
categories may be located so as to exploit auditory dis
continuities along certain acoustic dimensions. Where pos
sible, we would extend this auditory hypothesis to encom
pass natural variations in phonetic boundary placement
due to the presence or absence of other acoustic proper
ties (i.e., trading relations and context effects).

Several potential objections to the auditory hypothesis
need to be addressed at this point. First, what do we make
of the discrepancy between the magnitudes of the trading
relations in the speech and nonspeech conditions? The
boundary shift for the fall-rise square-wave stimuli was
approximately one-third the size of the [aba]-[apa] shift
(although in neither experiment was this difference reli
able). One interpretation of the difference is that there
is a speech-specific component of the trading relation, in
addition to the general auditory component. Perhaps the
speech trading relation is a conventionalization or exag
geration of an underlying auditory bias. Such convention
alizations appear to be a common feature of phonologi
cal systems (e.g., Hyman, 1975, 1984), although the
underlying biases have typically been assumed to derive
more from the physics and physiology of speech produc
tion than from auditory factors (see, e.g., Lisker, 1974).

On the basis of the present results, we certainly cannot
rule out the possibility of a speech-specific component of

the trading relation, but nor are we obligated to posit such
a component. There are at least two alternative explana
tions of the difference in magnitude between the speech
and nonspeech results. First, as we demonstrated in the
three nonspeech conditions of the present two experi
ments, the trading relation between medial gap duration
and gap pulsing depends on the degree of spectral con
tinuity between the pulsing and the adjacent portions of
the stimulus. Even for the fall-rise square-wave stimuli,
there was a substantial discontinuity in fundamental fre
quency between the pulsing (88 Hz) and the adjacent
square wave (175 Hz). In contrast, for the speech stimuli,
the fundamental frequency just prior to the closure inter
val was approximately 96 Hz, yielding a greater degree
of spectral continuity in the low-frequency region.

A second, and compatible, explanation of the differ
ence between the speech and nonspeech results derives
from considerations of the probable effects of practice and
level of uncertainty. Watson and his colleagues (Spiegel
& Watson, 1981; Watson & Kelly, 1981; Watson, Kelly,
& Wroton, 1976; Watson, Wroton, Kelly, & Benbassat,
1975) investigated listeners' discrimination of complex
word-length patterns consisting of ten 40-msec tonal com
ponents. Not surprisingly, performance in most conditions
improved substantially with practice. Of more interest
were the effects of uncertainty on discriminability. When
the temporal location of the target tone was fixed across
trials, and the frequencies and amplitudes of the remain
ing tones in the pattern were also held constant (minimal
uncertainty condition), frequency discrimination was as
great as when the target tones were presented in isola
tion. However, when there was trial-to-trial variation in
target location and in properties of the context (high un
certainty condition), performance degraded substantially.

The results obtained by Watson and his colleagues bear
importantly on the interpretation of experiments that com
pare performance on speech and nonspeech stimuli. Adult
subjects obviously have vast experience in listening to
speech sounds, and we can assume that they know where
to listen for critical information when the stimulus varia
tion involves a known phonetic distinction. By contrast,
the square-wave patterns are quite novel stimuli, and
although they incorporate the same type of physical vari
ation as the speech stimuli, listeners may have difficulty
in knowing what to attend to in order to detect that varia
tion, especially early in the experimental session. (See
Pisoni, 1977, for a discussion of the role of stimulus
familiarity and attention in the perception of nonspeech
analogues.) In other words, relative to nonspeech analogue
stimuli, speech sounds present the listener with a low
uncertainty situation. It may, therefore, be unreasonable
to expect exact convergence between speech and non
speech results.

A second possible objection to our general auditory
hypothesis is that it is based on too small a sample (I.e,
one) of trading relations found in speech. The observed
similarity between the speech and nonspeech results may
be purely accidental, an interpretation apparently sup-



ported by recent purported failures to demonstrate trad
ing relations with nonspeech analogue stimuli (Best et al.,
1981; Summerfield, 1982).

We agree that evaluation of the auditory hypothesis re
quires consideration of a diverse set oftrading relations,
and we are now in the process of conducting this kind
of extended investigation. So far we have successfully
demonstrated two additional cases in which trading rela
tions for nonspeech stimuli parallel those for speech
sounds, and we have found no instances to the contrary.
Kluender, Diehl, and Wright (1985) showed that, for sets
of [aba] and [apa] stimuli, there is a reliable trading rela
tion between initial syllable duration and medial closure
duration, with respect to the voicing contrast. With longer
syllable durations, longer closures are required to achieve
a voiceless percept. Moreover, a trading relation of vir
tually the same magnitude was also observed for square
wave analogues of the speech stimuli, even though the
nonspeech patterns were not phonetically categorizable
by any of our subjects.

One plausible auditory account of this trading relation
is that the medial gap duration is judged relative to the
duration of the initial segment: longer initial segments
make a given gap duration seem shorter by contrast, so
the gap must be lengthened to achieve a comparable per
ceptual result. We offer this auditory hypothesis as one
explanation of the nearly universal tendency among lan
guages for vowels to be longer before voiced than before
voiceless stops. Although various articulatory accounts
of the vowel length distinction have been proposed, Lisker
(1974) argued convincingly that each of these accounts
has serious flaws. In view of his arguments and our own
data, the alternative auditory hypothesis seems quite com
pelling.

Parker (1985) recently showed in five separate experi
ments that the ability of listeners to judge that two tones
have asynchronous onsets depends on the frequency of
the lower tone. As this frequency is reduced (while the
upper-frequency component is held constant), a greater
onset asynchrony is required in order for listeners to judge
the tones as nonsimultaneous. This trading relation closely
parallels that found between VOT and first-formant on
set frequency in voicing identification (Lisker, 1975; Sum
merfield, 1982; Summerfield & Haggard, 1977).

Parker's (1985) results appear to be at odds with those
of Summerfield (1982), who concluded that there was no
systematic interaction in nonspeech between perceived on
set asynchrony and the frequency of the lower compo
nent. In our view, Summerfield's results do not warrant
this conclusion. In his first experiment, there was a sig
nificant (p < .01) monotonic trend, such that the just
noticeable onset asynchrony increased as the lower-tone
frequency decreased, thus duplicating the direction, if not
the magnitude, of the effect found by Parker. Only in
Summerfield's second experiment, in which subjects were
more practiced and several methodological changes were
introduced, did the monotonic trend disappear.
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Given the relative lack of experience listeners have in
categorizing nonspeech stimuli, the absence of a sys
tematic effect in Summerfield's second experiment may
reflect either the failure of individual subjects to adopt
a consistent strategy in responding to these stimuli or
variability in the response strategies adopted by different
subjects. In an effort to account for the discrepancy be
tween Summerfield's results and her own, Parker inves
tigated a variety of methodological factors that might ac
count for the divergent outcomes. Although none ofthe
procedural variables examined appeared to be responsi
ble for the effects obtained by Parker, it was noted that
the magnitude of the effects obtained varied substantially
among subjects. If this was also the case in Summerfield's
study, such variability may have obscured the effect, be
cause of the small number of subjects used in that study.
In any event, it appears that most listeners have an audi
tory bias that is consistent with the speech trading rela
tion between VOT and first-formant onset frequency.

We tum now to the results of Best et al. (1981), which
seem to pose a challenge to our general auditory account
of speech trading relations. Recall that Best et al. obtained
different perceptual outcomes for sine-wave analogues of
[sei] and [steil. depending on whether or not the listeners
heard them as speech. When the stimulus items were per
ceived phonetically, there was a reliable trading relation
between silent gap duration and onset frequency of the
lowest frequency sine wave (mirroring a similar trading
relation for speech stimuli). However, among subjects
who failed to hear the stimuli as speechlike, some showed
no trading relation at all, and others showed a trading re
lation even larger than that of the phonetic perceivers.
Best et al. concluded that psychoacoustic factors cannot
explain this pattern of results and that the speech trading
relation arises "specifically from perception of phonetic
information" (p. 191).

The problem with positing a special speech mode to ex
plain the performance of the phonetic perceivers is that,
by parity of reasoning, one should also posit two distinct
nonspeech modes to account for the divergent results of
the subgroups that failed to perceive the sine-wave ana
logues as speech. To the extent that different modes are
understood to represent distinct specialized mechanisms,
such a proliferation of modes to explain the results of one
experiment seems unparsimonious. A reasonable alterna
tive is to assume that different subgroups of listeners, in
cluding the phonetic perceivers, were attending to some
what different aspects of the complex signal. If, for
example, the stimuli were perceived as speechlike, an ap
propriate attentional strategy would have been to focus
on those properties of the signal that were most informa
tive with respect to the phonological contrast in question.
As we suggested earlier, knowing that a given set of
stimuli are speech sounds involves knowing where to listen
for critical information. If this was all that was intended
by Best et al. (1981) when they claimed that the speech
trading relation arises "specifically from the perception
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of phonetic information" (p. 191), then we would not dis
agree. If, on the other hand, they were positing a special
ized perceptual mode or mechanism for speech sounds,
their case is less than convincing.

One additional point should be made about the results
of Best et al. (1981). For half of the subjects who failed
to perceive the sine-wave analogues as speechlike, there
was a very large trading relation between silent gap dura
tion and onset frequency of the lowest frequency sine
wave. Best et al. appeared to imply that this trading rela
ion had nothing to do with the somewhat smaller trading
relation in the same direction obtained for the phonetic
perceivers. As we argued above, differences in the magni
tude of speech and nonspeech trading relations should not
necessarily be taken to imply distinct perceptual mecha
nisms. In the present case, we think there may well be
a common auditory basis for the observed trading rela
tions, although the effects of these auditory factors may
be mitigated or enhanced by various attentional strategies.

A final objection to our auditory hypothesis concerns
the sheer number and diversity of cues (and hence trad
ing relations) that can be demonstrated for any particular
phonological contrast. For example, judgments about the
voicing category of initial stops have been shown to de
pend on at least 9 different acoustic parameters (Diehl &
Kluender, in press), and perceived voicing in medial stops
is influenced by at least 15 parameters (Lisker, 1978b).
One may argue that it is simply implausible to suggest
that these cues, which are the normal acoustic concomi
tants of the phonetic categories in question, are all the
products ofan articulatory strategy to exploit general au
ditory constraints. Is it not safer to assume that many of
these cues are just necessary physical byproducts of the
way that phones are produced, rather than the intended
result ofan articulatory strategy? Liberman and Mattingly
(1985), for example, call it "implausible" to suppose that
"the articulators are always able to behave so as to
produce just those sounds that conform to the manifold
and complex requirements that the auditory interactions
impose" (p. 19).

Our reply to this objection is to concede that it is in
deed unlikely that every cue and every trading relation
in speech is the specific intended result of an articulatory
strategy to exploit general audition capabilities. In some
cases, no doubt, a given acoustic property of a phone is
simply an unavoidable consequence of the physics or phys
iology of speech production, but to the extent that it corre
lates reliably with the phonetic category, it will have in
formational value. According to Diehl and Kluender (in
press), in order to recognize speech, the listener must
learn a great many facts about the acoustic correlates of
phonetic categories and the manner in which they are af
fected by variation in, for example, phonetic context, ut
terance rate, stress level, and talker characteristics.
However, to acknowledge the important role of percep
tuallearning in speech perception is by no means to em
brace the speech mode hypothesis. We assume that the
principles of perceptual learning that apply to speech

recognition are precisely those that apply to other stimu
lus categories, both auditory and nonauditory. Identifi
cation of speech sounds certainly involves the acquisition
and use of domain-specific rules, but the same can obvi
ously be said about the identification of music, traffic
noises, faces, or wines. No one would seriously suggest
that each of these domains requires its own specialized
perceptual module. By the same token, the use of domain
specific knowledge in categorizing speech sounds is not
a sufficient reason to posit a speech module.

A model of speech perception should include a specifi
cation of the general auditory transfer function and a com
pendium of all the speech-specific facts, tacitly known by
the listener, that are relevant to phonetic classification.
To the extent that a speech trading relation or context ef
fect can be directly explained by properties of the audi
tory transfer function, it need not be assigned to the
listener's store oftacit knowledge, and the overall model
is thereby simplified. An appeal to speech-specific tacit
knowledge should always be, in other words, an expla
nation of last resort.

Earlier we referred to Fodor's (1983) distinction be
tween vertical, or modular, processing mechanisms that
are largely innate and entirely domain specific, and
horizontal mechanisms that operate across stimulus do
mains (see Liberman, 1982; Liberman & Mattingly, 1985;
Mattingly & Liberman, 1985). The burden of the present
paper has been to suggest that it is unnecessary to posit
a vertical or modular device to account for speech recog
nition. What are needed, rather, are processes and strate
gies involved in general audition, attention, and percep
tual learning.
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NOTES

I. In all of these early comparisons between speech and nonspeech,
only discrimination tests were administered in the nonspeech conditions,
whereas in the speech conditions both discrimination and identification
tests were given.

2. It should be pointed out that in the study by Pisoni et al. (1983),
posttest questionnaires indicated that none of the subjects perceived the
sine-wave analogues as speech or speechlike.

3. Owing to certain properties of the waveform synthesis program,
the nonspeech stimuli contained some energy at the even-numbered har
monics, so they deviated slightly from true square waves.

4. We think it is likely that frequency components of a complex wave
form will be interpretable by the listener as formant analogues only when
(1) they have frequencies roughly similar to the formant-eenter frequen
cies of natural speech and (2) they do not form a harmonic series.
Presumably, the components of a harmonic series are most simply in
terpreted as harmonics rather than formants. Although our square-wave
stimuli may conceivably satisfy requirement I, they fail to satisfy re
quirement 2.
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